
2017/18  THEME

Quoting President Ian Riseley: 

Making a difference is an 

expression you hear all the time 

about Rotary, the opportunities 

that we have and the things that 

we do. And that is why we are all 

here, at this assembly. To make a 

difference: to our world, to our 

communities, and in the lives of 

others. And in 2017-18, that will 

not only be our goal, but our 

theme — Rotary: Making a 

Difference. 

What kind of a difference each club 

and each Rotarian chooses to make 

will always be their own decision. 

But we are united in our 

organization and its common 

principles: our insistence on ethics 

and our commitment to Service 

Above Self.
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5:30pm for 6:00pm 
I wonder, as we approach yet another Rotary anniversary, what Paul Harris would 

think of the Rotary of today? Would he smile, or grimace? He probably didn’t 

imagine how far his little idea would go when he sat down for that first meeting on 

23 February a full 111 years ago.

As a fun exercise, I tried to imagine what it might be like if Paul Harris started Rotary 

today. To do this, I first imagined what a Gen Y Paul might be like.

I decided he’d be a social entrepreneur and blogger. His personal style is a touch 

metro, add some emo, and just a squeeze of hipster. He lives a healthy lifestyle, eats 

organic and gluten free. He is warm and welcoming, with a hearty laugh, and 

certainly doesn’t need a copy of “How to Win Friends & Influence People.” He has 

500 plus connections on LinkedIn.

What does his Rotary club look like?

The club is very inclusive with its membership. They work hard to attract individuals 

of all genders, races, beliefs, and backgrounds. They are very particular about not 

incorporating any practices that would be offensive to any particular group. They 

don’t take political stands, but they are eager, collectively, to dive into action to 

better their community.

The club uses Facebook, LinkedIn, and social media a lot to connect, not only socially 

but for service projects. They use Kickstarter and GoFundMe to finance projects, and 

have developed some Rotary-specific tools (like our Rotary Ideas) to also achieve 

this goal.

Club meetings

The club meets in person and online on a semi rotational basis, usually once or twice 

a month depending on the needs to be addressed. The club is more about how 

members can contribute their talents and take part in projects getting their “hands 

dirty,” than how many times they show up for a meeting.

Members communicate almost daily through Facebook or Snapchat. Word about 

what they are doing seeps out through their social media network of friends, co-

workers, and colleagues, spreading the excitement and attracting interest.

Their physical meeting locations vary, sometimes at a tavern, sometimes a coffee 

house. They are kept affordable so members can focus their resources and time on 

service. Meetings tend to be relaxed, and some people connect remotely via web 

technologies.

Social hour

The club hosts regular social events to build stronger relationships between 

members. Members frequently invite friends with little pressure on the individual to 

join. Even service projects involve a good number of people who are not members, 

but share a common interest.

Although I’ve just been imagining, there are certainly clubs that do some of these 

things. Do you like my vision of what Paul Harris’ club would look like today? What is 

yours?

IF PAUL HARRIS STARTED 

ROTARY TODAY? by Evan Burrell

RC Turramurra, NSW
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Social at Salt Restaurant, MindarieSocial at Salt Restaurant, MindarieSocial at Salt Restaurant, MindarieSocial at Salt Restaurant, Mindarie

In lieu of our regular Wednesday meeting, it was decided to 

have a “social” dinner. Alan and Nigel organised the Salt 

Indian restaurant at Mindarie as the venue.

Seventeen members and guests attended and enjoyed good 

food and company. Regrettably many members were unable 

to attend.

Louis Branford, father in law of PP Nigel, was presented with a 

Certificate of Appreciation for his work on our Swap Mart 

signs. 

These signs were so popular that

the Council couldn’t wait to 

take them off the roadside 

Verges very shortly after they 

had been erected.

Dave Duvall won the best 

headgear award for the evening

- very West Australian!

It was disappointing that only a 

few attendees followed the

advice to wear something 

“interesting” on their heads

The dinner is the first of many social events that  RCM intends 

to have during the course of this year with the view for us all 

to get to know each other better and bring some “fun” back 

into the Club.

Our next meeting is on the 

2nd August, back at the 

Mindarie Boardroom, and 

we will be inducting 

Jessica Andersen, into 

Rotary and the Club.



Network Ten employees 
frantically begin stripping 
copper wire from office walls

I have a stepladder, because my real ladder left when 

I was a kid.



Ah Perth. The land of curious sharks, 
continental rolls and FIFO workers 

is an enigma wedged between an endless ocean 
on one side and an endless desert on the other.

1. Perth (WA’s capital) is the most isolated city in the world, 

with its closest city being Adelaide and that’s over 2,200 

km away. Like we said, huge.

2. It boasts over 12,500 km of coastline. Which means, you’re 

never going to be stepping on anyone’s towel at the beach.

3. If WA were to be a country in its own right, it would be in 

the world’s top 10 for size. TOP 10!

4. Perth is closer to Singapore and Jakarta than it is to 

Canberra. We repeat, it is closer to a foreign country than 

it is to it’s national capital.

5. The jetty at Busselton is the longest wooden jetty in the 

southern hemisphere. How big would that be, you ask? 1.8 

km of wooden glory.

6. Western Australia is also home to the longest stretch of 

straight railway in the world.

7. WA is the second largest state in the world after Russia’s 

Sakha…and have you seen how big Russia is lately?

8. The Kalgoorlie mine is the world’s largest producer of gold. 

Bling.

9. The Argyle mine is the world’s largest producer of 

diamonds. Extra bling.

10. Broome is the world largest producer of pearls. Triple 

bling.

11. King’s Park in Perth is the biggest city park in the world. 

What about New York? Forgeddaboutit.

12. Mount Augustus is massive. So massive it’s the biggest in 

the whole wide world. 8km long and 3km wide, it makes 

for a decent morning jog.

13. Perth houses the oldest operating mint in Australia.

14. Perth has the most number of restaurants per head of 

population in the world.

As with most Rotary Clubs, we need more members for the 

following usual reasons:

• The more different types of people we have in our Club, 

the more representative it will be of our local community. 

Thus we might get greater community support for our 

efforts.

• Members bring differing skills and experience that can be 

used to benefit our Club and our activities.

• More members mean that we can undertake more 

projects/events/activities as we have more hands and 

hearts.

• The more members we have in our Club the more different 

ideas and opinions are expressed and discussed and this 

leads to better decision making about what we do.

In my experience, people usually join an organisation like 

Rotary  because they want to do something for their 

community. But they also want something out of being a 

member. We need to understand what motivates our current 

and future members and so that as a Club, we can ensure that 

they stay motivated and involved. 

Motivators are generally:

• Feeling that they are valued by the organisation and 

making a contribution

• Opportunities to learn new skills or get education about 

issues that interest them

• Working on issues that will improve their lives or the lives 

of their families and communities

• Feeling part of a team

• Activities that entertain them or add to their social life.

My view for the next term is that we need to think carefully 

about the members we want to recruit. By this I mean that we 

look for those who are able and willing to  give their time and 

who have skills/background that complements the types of 

projects/activities we are looking to undertake. We also need 

to focus on bringing in younger members as well as members 

of the local business community.

The history of our Club (and others) shows that finding and 

recruiting members is not really the hard part. 

The difficult part is to manage our members well, 

communicate with them and motivate them to 

enthusiastically give their time to our efforts. We need 

events/activities and projects that appeal to current and 

future members. 

At present, we have Swap Mart, the occasional sausage sizzle, 

potential Ampan stage 2 and the embryonic “Make a 

Difference” signature project (Christmas and Easter hampers 

and its offshoots).

Is this enough? Is it in line with what members want?

I would appreciate your ideas and views.

Share them on SLACK?

THOUGHTS FROM THE PRESIDENT

You don’t need a parachute to go skydiving. You need a 

parachute to go skydiving twice.



Welcome to Rotary 

Means Business 

Fellowship

Rotary Means Business 

encourages Rotarians 

to support the success 

of their fellow 

Rotarians

by doing business with 

them, and by referring 

others to them

Become a Member -

visit the website

http://www.rotarymeans

business.org/

HISTORY OF ROTARY MEANS BUSINESS

For decades, Rotary frowned upon mixing business with the good deeds that Rotarians often performed. That idea conflicted with 

the fact that Rotary was started in 1905 as a business networking club. It was not until the mid-2000’s that individual Rotary clubs 

began to feel comfortable about integrating business networking back into the Rotary World. The very first Rotary Means 

Business group was founded by Rotary Club of San Francisco in 2004. This caught the attention of the District 5150 Governor, who 

encouraged suburban clubs in the District to form their own Rotary Means Business group. In early November 2013, Rotary Means 

Business was approved as the newest Fellowship of Rotary International. And now, the Rotary Means Business Fellowship is 

operating in more than 30 countries through 27 local chapters, on every continent except Antarctica. Rotary Means 

Business’s goal is to build business relationships among Rotarians based on the principles of the Four Way Test which talks about 

honesty, fairness, friendship and benefit to all concerned. Prior to Rotary Means Business (RMB), other than through the regular 

weekly meetings, there was no clear outlet to support the development of business interests. Monthly RMB meetings are open to all 

Rotarians and provide a chance for Rotarians to socialize, share business expertise, and build referral networks. And create the

opportunity to do business. In short, RMBconnects Rotarians in business.

“If anyone tells you that it 

is reprehensible to make 

a dollar or two for the 

wife and babies from club 

associates in 

straightforward business 

transactions, tell that 

person that some foreign 

substance has gotten into 

his carburettor.”

(Paul P. Harris, January 

1911)

The Inaugural Monthly 

Rotary District 9455 

Business Networking 

Events on Tuesday 

12th September – at 

4.30pm at the Subiaco 

Hotel, Upstairs Stellar 

Lounge .

Thereafter Networking 

Events will be held on 

the first Tuesday of 

every month.



In June I celebrated Pargas Day! It was so fun! There were markets and 

food vans, and most excitingly the unveiling of a new sculpture in the 

central park. The new sculpture is by Stefan Lindfors, one of Finlands

most famous artists! He is a cousin of my host dad, so I was lucky enough 

to meet him, and his adorable dog! We went out in his really nice new

boat in the archipelago, which was beautiful! Later on that day I was lucky 

enough to go the Mayors reception. Here I spoke to many people, the 

mayor of Pargas, people from the army and business owners in Pargas. 

I spoke about Australia, my exchange, my experiences and myself. 

It was really nice! 

One weekend we went out in another boat with business owners and entrepreneurs in Pargas.

It started out raining but by lunch time the sun had come out and it was really nice! 

The archipelago is so beautiful! I loved being out in the boat on the water! We stopped at a

place called the Pargas Port for lunch. A place, like many of the places where I live, is only 

accessible by boat. It was really nice and the food was good too. I remember when I was 

researching Pargas before I came, and came across a webcam of Pargas and ever since I 

arrived I’ve been looking for the place of the webcam. 

I thought the port looked strangely familiar when 

we stopped there and at first I couldn't work out why, 

but then it hit me! This port was where the webcam was! 

It was so exciting!!! I couldn’t believe it! I was at the place where I saw the first glimpse 

of my new home! 

For a while now I haven’t seen darkness! The sunsets after 12, sometimes after 1am, and then rises again at 4am. But even then 

it is not completely dark! It has been so weird to see this change! Everyday since arriving, the days have been getting longer. 

When I arrived the sunset at 3pm and rose at 9am and now I haven't seen darkness for at least 2 months. It’s so weird! It really

throws out your perception of time! 

On the 23rd of June we celebrated Midsummer, the longest day of the year. 

It was so fun! I got to help decorate my towns Midsommarstång (midsummer 

pole). This was really fun! I made garland out of leafy branches from björk trees

and wrapped blue and white ribbon, in celebration of Finland’s 100 years of 

independence. With my host mum, we collected a heap flowers and made 

flower crowns that we hung around the house! It was a bit difficult at first to 

get the technique right but I was really happy with how it turned out!  In the 

evening I went with my host parents to there friends summer cottage. 

We had a traditional midsummer dinner of smoked salmon with new potatoes 

and dill - pickled herring. I was skeptical at first, but it was actually quite nice! Then, as well in 

tradition, I went to sauna and swimming. The water was freezing but the warmth of the sauna made 

up for it. Despite being midsummer, the weather wasn't so warm! 

In the old days, there were many more traditions done at midsummer, especially by women. These traditions were done to 

predict their future husbands. So of course I had to try them out! The first involved me digging three holes. Then cover each

with a leaf. The first hole represented a lord, the second a farmer and the third a worker. The next morning I had to check which 

of the holes had any bugs, that would determine the occupation of my husband. If I found a beetle, it wasn't so good. If I found a 

spider, it was super. And if I found an ant it would mean they are were hard working. I found 2 ants, one each in the farmer and

worker hole. So now I have to make my pick! The second old tradition I did was to pick 7 different flowers or herbs from 7 

different fields and place them under my pillow at night, and then I would dream of my future husband. However, I didn’t 

dream of anyone that night. So I’m a little confused and worried! Other traditions include at midnight to go naked to a well or 

pond in the middle of the forest, when you look into the water you will see your future husband. Another was to roll around in 

the mist in the neighbours rye field, also naked, and the following year you will meet the love of your life. I didn’t take part in 

these ones! These traditions were written in the morning newspaper. It also told that the louder and drunker you are at 

midsummer, the better the year’s crop will be. It then followed with a hangover cure. To cure the morning’s hangover, one 

must take 3 round stones, place them in your left hand, rub over them 3 times with the other hand, then you must find a river

or stream flows into to the North. Throwing the pebbles in the river and far as you can, will cure your headache! I’m yet to try

this. 

Last week I had a visit from Kaisla Kainulainen, your new inbound exchange student! It was so nice to meet her! She is lovely! 

We ate cake and talked about exchange, families and school and some things that she might come across. I hope that I helped 

her. She is so lovely and I’m so excited for her to start her exchange adventure! 

Perri Reid


